ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
In today's society, advance in technology has opened new potentials to healthcare and medicine practice. This enables the use of Information and Communication Technologies (ICTs) in the health sector for carrying out diagnosis and consultation regardless of location of the patient and healthcare practitioners [1] , as well as administrative and educational purposes [2] . Owing to the sensitive nature of patient's data, it is imperative to prevent unauthorized access to the patient's medical information. The health practitioner who issues and authenticates the medical data should ensure its confidentiality as unacceptable tampering of the data might result in misdiagnosis. Therefore, security problem becomes an essential issue that requires urgent solution.
Encryption has been widely used for securing data [3] . With the use of encryption certain security measure has been accomplished, it makes the secrete messages incomprehensible and unnatural. However, the use of encryption usually attracts some unpremeditated attention of observers [4] . This necessitates new security techniques such as steganography and watermarking. Steganography is used for secrete communication, whereas watermarking is used for content protection, copyright management, content authentication and tamper detection [5] . The term watermark originated from the German called Watermark [6] . watermarking is defined as the direct method of embedding additional information into original content or host signal [7] . The classifications of watermarking can be based on type of watermark, domain type and type of information requires in the extraction or detection process.
Pseudo Random Number (PRN) and visual watermark are the common types of watermark. For the PRN, sequence can be generated through the feeding of signal generator with a secrete seed, while in visual watermark, the watermark can be reconstructed, and its visual quality can be evaluated. The classification of watermark based on information type is grouped into three categories namely; blind system, semi-blind system and non-blind system [8] . Both blind system and semi-blind systems are usually less robust, leading it to high rate of false negative (not detecting the watermark in watermark image) and false positive (detecting the watermark in not watermark image).
In domain type watermark classification, the method of embedding watermark are pixel domain and domain transform. For the pixel domain method, watermark is embedded through the modification of the pixel values of the original image. This method is practically simple, it requires very little computation cost both at the watermark encoder and decoder. However, it is not dependable when subjected to media operation such as low compression or filtering. This makes it less robust to various attacks [9] . Similarly, watermark can be embedded through the modification of transform coefficient in transform domain. The strength of this technique is based on its ability to take advantage of special properties of domain alternation to address the limitation of pixel based technique [9] . Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT), Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) and Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) are the three main techniques of transforming the data in frequency domain [10] .
The DCT, DWT and DFT have been used in the literature for the digital watermarking. In effort to make the system to be more robust for the medical data. This paper proposed a modified multiple transform system using DWT, DCT and Arnold transform. The idea of combining these transforms is based on the fact that the combination could give better performance.
THE REVIEW OF THE RELATED WORK
Several studies have been conducted on watermarking. However, most of the prior researches were based on DWT, DCT and combination of both. In the approach of [11] , watermark insertion and extraction proposed using DWT proposed. The watermark recovered proved significant in comparison with original image. A similar multiple nonblind watermarking system using DWT proposed by [12] . The DWT applied to the gray scale image through the modification of lowest frequency (LL) and highest frequency (HH) sub-band coefficient. The obtained result shows high degree of robustness and fidelity against a large range of attacks. An optimized image watermarking approach using Differential Equation (DE) in DWT and Singular Value Decomposition (SDV) domain proposed by [13] . The outcome of their finding shows significant performance under various attacks. The proposed system can retain image quality and transparency digital watermark. However, its computational cost is high. [14] proposed a robust and secure image watermarking scheme through the embedding of watermark in the de-interlace images using wavelet transform. The system demonstrated good robustness against various attacks. Comparison of the digital image watermarking technique using only DWT and Combination of the DWT and DCT proposed in the approach of [15] . The performance of the proposed system was evaluated using peak signal (PSNR). The experimental result shows that combination of the transforms performed better than single transform.
A similar digital watermarking algorithm using combination of DCT and DWT proposed by [16] . The performance of the algorithm was evaluated using gray level image size of 255*256 as a host image for embedded watermark, and a binary image size of 32*32 logo as watermark image. The simulation result demonstrates that the scheme performance appeared better and also robust against many attacks such as salt noise, filter, sharp enhancement, cutting image edge rotation and compression.
The DWT and DCT
The DWT and DCT have been widely used in the literature for many applications. In this section, the relevance of the two transforms to the implementation of watermarking is briefly discussed.
The DWT
The DWT is a modern method recently applied in image compression, image processing and watermarking. The time-frequency representation of signal can be accomplished with the use of DWT. The concept of DCT is based on minor waves, well known as wavelet. For a 2-D image, if DWT equivalent applied to processing the image using 2-D filters in each of the image dimensions, the filters will partition the image into four non-overlapping multi-resolution sub-bands in which one is represented by Lowest Bands (LL) and the other high band by LH, HL and HH respectively. Fig. 1 illustrates a 2-dimensional image after the 3 times DWT decomposition [17] . The symbol H represents high pass filter while L represents the low pass filter. The contents of low frequency band contain information near to input image, while the contents of high frequency band level contain the aspect of the image. The DWT is a multi-resolution with a great spatial localization. This makes it widely used for image watermarking. 
Discrete Cosine Transform
The DCT is a frequently used method for the transformation of a signal into basic frequency component [18] . In DCT transform, an image is represented as a summation of sinusoids of varying frequencies and magnitudes Owing to it excellent capability of energy compression and decorrelation, it is faster than DFT due to the fact that its transform kernel is a complex exponential [19] . With an input image 
The inverse transform can be obtained using equation given by;
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METHODS
The materials and method use in the course of this research is presented in this section.
Data acquirement
A 2-Dimensional 256 x 256 medical record and magnetic resonance brain image were used as the original cover host image and watermark image respectively. The magnetic resonance brain image was obtained from the study of [20] , while the medical record was acquired with the use of a digital camera. This module forms input to the system. Fig. 2 . depicts the sample of the images. 
Arnold transforms
Arnold transform (AT) is an algorithm also called cat face transform [21] . It was applied in this study for scrambling the gray values layout of the images. The algorithm was introduced to prevent an attacker from detecting the watermark signal after the watermark processes. Even, if the algorithm was able to detect, a lot of test will be required to recover the original watermark.
Given a squire digital image represented as a NxN matrix, the image pixel scrambling can be achieved using equation
where:   = coordinate location of the original image pixels after the transformation.
Watermark Insertion Procedure
The proposed watermarking scheme for the medical data is based on concept proposed by [16] . The watermarking processes were achieved through the application of 2-level DWT applied on host images. The DWT decomposed into four non-overlapping multiresolution. The proposed watermark was embedded in the middle frequency sub-band   HLx based on the fact that acceptable imperceptibility and robustness performance can be accurately achieved at this level [22] , [23] . Fig. 3 illustrates the watermark insertion procedures followed by expiation of the steps involved.
The steps involved in the insertion process is as follows:
Step1: The DWT was applied to decompose the cover host image into four non-overlapping multi resolution subband as follows: Step3: The selected sub-band 2 LH was decomposed into 4 x 4 blocks. This followed by application DCT applied to the each of the selected block of sub-band.
Step4: The Arnold transform algorithm performed to scramble the watermark signal, and the scrambling processes was repeated until best result attained.
Step5: The scramble watermark image was reformulated into a vector of zeros and ones.
Step6: Generated of uncorrelated pseudorandom sequences were with the aid of two key. One key was used for the insertion of the watermark bit0 (PIN_0), while the second key was used for the insertion of the watermark bit1 (PIN_1).
Step7: The two pseudorandom sequences (PIN_0 and PIN_1) were embedded with a gain factor (α) in the 4 x 4 block DCT transformed of the selected DWT sub-band of the host images. By representing the mid-band matrix coefficient of the DCT transformed with X, the embedding process can be obtained using equation (5) .
Step8: After the mid-band coefficients have been modified to embed the watermark bits as described in previous steps, an Inverse DCT (IDCT) was performed on each of the blocks.
Step9: IDWT was executed on the DWT transformed image to produce the watermarked host image. 
Watermark Extraction Procedure
Extraction watermark algorithm is a blind watermarking algorithm, therefore original host image is not required for the watermark extraction processes. The procedure for watermark extraction is exemplified in Fig.4 . Follows by description of the steps undergo.
Fig. 4 Combined DWT -DCT watermark extraction procedures
The extraction procedure is similar to insertion algorithm. The steps involved in extraction process is as follows:
Step1: The DWT applied to watermarked image to decompose it into four non-overlapping multi-resolution sub-bands as follows:
HL , 1 LH and 1
HH
Step2: The DWT was further applied to 1 LL the obtain the four smaller sub-bands, and sub-band 2 LH was selected.
Step3: The 2 LH was chosen and decomposed into 4 x 4 block. Followed by DCT applied to each of the selected sub-band blocks, and mid-band coefficients of DCT transformed the block.
Step4: The two pseudorandom sequences were regenerated using the same key used for the watermark insertion.
Step5: The correlation between the mid-band coefficient and the two generated pseudorandom sequences (PIN_0 and PIN_1) were compared with the each of the block in the sub-band 2 LH The correlation computation was based on the condition that; if the correlation between the PIN_0 higher than the correlation between the PIN_1, then the extracted watermarked bit is 0, else the extracted watermark is 1.
Step6: The watermark was reconstructed using the extracted watermark bits, and end by computation of the similarity between the original and extracted watermarks.
System Performance Evaluation
In evaluating the performance of the proposed scheme, imperceptibility and robustness were the metrics considered. It was chosen based on the fact that they are the metrics commonly evaluated in testing performance of the watermark algorithm [24] , [25] . The description of the metrics is as follows:
Imperceptibility
Imperceptibility means inability to distinguish between watermark image and original image by human eyes. Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR) was used to evaluate the imperceptibility of the developed algorithm. Considering a n m grayscale image, the PSNR can be defined with the equation given in (6). 
Where ij P represents the pixel values in the row i and j of the host image and ij q represents the pixel values in the row i and j of the embedded image.
Robustness
The inability of an unauthorized user or attacker to eliminate the watermark from the embedded data. Normalized Correlation Coefficient (NC) was used to evaluate robustness the proposed scheme is referred to as robustness. Considering the grayscale image of a n m matrix, the NC can be determine using equation given in (7). 
SIMULATION RESULTS
The proposed watermark scheme was experimented as described in Section 3.0. A 256 x 256 medical record is used as the original cover host image, and a 128 x 128 magnetic resonance brain image as a watermark image. The original cover host image and watermarked image are shown in Fig. 5 (a) and (b) respectively. By observing the results shown in Fig. 5 (a) and (b) , it can be seen that the similarity between the original image and watermark image cannot be visually distinguished by human eyes. Similarly, the similarity between the original image and watermark image was evaluated using PSNR. The proposed scheme has PSN of 50.4595dB as compared to [16] of 50.02850dB. This indicates that the proposed scheme conceals the watermarking excellently, and as well keeps the image quality well. In order to test the performance of the proposed scheme, the algorithm is tested under various attacks using MATLAB with: Gaussian noise, pepper and salt noise, sharp enhancement, image cutting, image compression, low-pass filter, rotation at 300 and 600 respectively. The simulation results under different attacks are shown in Fig.  6 , while the extracted watermarks from the attacked images are demonstrated in Fig. 7 . The imperceptibility and robustness of the proposed algorithm was tested and evaluated under the various attacks as shown in Fig. 6 . The PSNR values and NC values obtained is shown in Table 1 . Since our algorithm is based on the existing scheme proposed by [16] , therefore, Table 2 compared obtained results with the results of Jiansheng et al. [16] . Fig. 7 shows the comparative plot between the existing system and the proposed scheme.
As shown in Fig. 7 , it can be seen that inclusion of the Arnold transform gives better performance than only DWT-DCT. The maximum difference of 5.0266 dB obtained between the proposed and existing system under the image rotation attacked, while the minimum PSNR value of 1.1984bB obtained under the Gaussian noise attacked. Similarly, the proposed scheme gives maximum value of 0.9316 NC under the low pass filter attacked as compare to the existing system of 0.9132 NC. This indicates that imperceptibility and robustness of the watermark algorithm can be improved with the inclusion of Arnold transform on DWT-DCT watermark algorithm. 
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, a watermarking algorithm for privacy protection of the medical data using DWT, DCT and Arnold transform is implemented. The study has successful evaluate the performance of the proposed scheme under various attacks using MATLAB with: Gaussian noise, pepper and salt noise, sharp enhancement, image cutting, image compression, low-pass filter, rotation at 300 and 600 respectively. The performance of the system was evaluated in terms of imperceptibility and robustness using PSNR and NC. The obtained result shows desirable performance compare with the existing system based on DWT-DCT only. As a result, combining the DWT, DCT and Arnold transforms show better capacity to provide better imperceptibility and robustness against signal processing attacks. This study has proved the guaranty of protecting the privacy of medical data with the combination of the multiple transforms. However, other image scrambling methods such as; Gray code, Fass curve and magic square can be used.
